50 Fun Things to do this Summer!
Sketch up close.
Use a pencil to
capture the detail,
shapes and
textures.

Stay in touch
with friends.
Have a video
chat.

Design a wild home
From bug hotel to
hedgehog hideout.

Thread a daisy
chain.
Plan a treasure
hunt
Write lots of clues

Pick daisies and
thread their stems
together to make
a necklace or
bracelet.

Feel the wild
between your toes
Squelch your toes
in grass, sand or
mud.

Play hopscotch
If it is wet set up
an indoor
hopscotch

Prepare a bird feast
with fruit, cheese
and seeds.

Spot a wild
mammal
Get some flat
bread and make a
pizza.
Try some different
toppings

Map your local
wildlife
Draw a map and
mark where you
see wildlife

From squirrel,
foxes or deer to
country hares.
Make a diary of
when you see
them.

Learn to juggle!

Make a delicious
sandwich. Eat it
very slowly.
Eat it in silence!
Enjoy every
mouthful.

Find a book about
wild creatures
and read outside.

Pat your head
and rub your
tummy.
Swap. Rub your
head and tap
your tummy.
Keep swapping.
Challenge your
family to do it!
Keep a note of
wildlife
List the species
that you see from
your window.
Research them on
the internet.

Throw seeds and
soil in hard to reach
places.

How many
catches can you
do?

Listen for wild
sounds.
Have a slow bike
race

Use a blindfold to
focus – what can
you hear?

Watch a wild
webcam
Put some music on
and dance!
Put on a show!

Scatter seed bombs
How many star
jumps can you do
in a minute?
Can you beat
your own record?

Race friends to find
the colours of the
rainbow

Read a wild book

Picnic with the
birds
Bake some
biscuits

Race for a rainbow

Identify a
wildflower
Take notes on it,
and then search in
a book or online.

Peek at ospreys,
peregrines and
other wildlife.

Do the plank.
Make sure you are
in a line.
How long can
you do it for?

Find a creepy
crawly
Be gentle. Get close
and watch the way
it moves.

Write a wildlife
quiz to challenge
friends

Look out of the
window for 2
minutes in
silence.
Can you do it for
5 minutes?

Have an indoor
picnic

Use twigs, string
and leaves or
paper birds.

Whistle with
grass
Make an obstacle
course. Inside or
out

Look up at the
clouds
What shapes can
you see, animals,
people, trees or
flowers?

Quiz your friends
Skip.
Try hopping or
crossed legs. Can
you skip backwards
and hop?
Beat your own
record.

Decorate a wild
mobile.

Make up a code
with a friend and
send secret
messages to each
other

Use a thick blade
of grass between
your thumbs and
blow,

Stay in touch.
Write 3 letters and
send them to
friends and
family.
Ask them to write
back to you.

Create a work of
art.
Using leaves,
pinecones,
feathers and
twigs to make
your work of art.

Draw a wild
landscape
Can you use your
imagination?
Draw what you
can see.

Play charades.
Act out a book or a
film or a song. Ask
your family to
guess what it is

Search for mini
wildlife
Make a scavenger
hunt.
Lichen, forests of
moss and flowers
in pavements

Google wild facts
Discover secrets
about your
favourite animal.
Can you draw
them?

Have a listening
minute outside.
Write down what
you can hear?
Do the same inside.

Write a wild poem
Build a tent or
fort. Use
cardboard and
blankets.
Have a picnic
inside.

Use a haiku or
sonnet to recreate a
wild experience

Lunch in the wild.
Make playdough.
Listen to peaceful
music while you
knead the
playdough

Share with friends
on a blanket,
bench or under a
tree.

Have a keepy uppy
challenge
with a friend
or beat your own
record.

